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Relations are derived which make it possible, with the aid of the kinetic equations, to find 
the correlation function of quantities at various instants of time. In a number of cases, it 
is sufficient to know the equations which the mean values of the quantities obey in order to 
find their correlations. 

1. A theory of equilibrium fluctuations of quantities 
described by macroscopic equations has been de
veloped by Rytov [l] and Landau and Lifshitz [2•3]. 

A generalization of the theory of equilibrium fluc
tuations to the case of quantities described by the 
kinetic equations has been carried out in the works 
of Abrikosov and Khalatnikov[4J and Gor'kov, 
Dzyaloshinski1, and Pitaevskil. [5] The method 
used in these researches consisted of introducing 
into the corresponding equation of additional ran
dom terms whose correlations are determined by 
means of the Callen-Welton fluctuation-dissipation 
theorem [ 6 • 7 • 2 ~. In the present note, we set forth 
for finding the correlation functions a method that 
does not use the Callen-Welton theorem and is suit
able, in particular, for finding correlation functions 
in non-equilibrium and non-stationary processes. 
This method is essentially a generalization of the 
method applied by Leontovich [SJ for the calcula
tion of stationary correlations of quantities whose 
mean values obey linear equations (see also [SJ, 

Sees. 117, 120). 
2. We shall establish a series of general rela

tions which make it possible to find the time corre
lations of quantities by means of the kinetic equa
tions. We recall that the kinetic equations are de
rived for a certain projection 

(1) 

of the density matrix p of the entire system which, 
generally speaking, possesses an infinite number 
of degrees of freedom {see, for example, the works 
of Zwanzig[lOJ and of the author[11J).1> With the 
aid of the matrix a the average values of the quan
tities A and B of interest to us are found accord
ing to the well-known rule 

l)ln the case of Bogolyubov's chains[121 the operator 9J 
makes possible the transition from the N-th distribution func
tion fN (where N is the total number of particles) to f1 • 

<A <t>> =spa <t> A.;sp a <t>; <B (t'>> =spa (t') .B;sp a (t'). (2} 

We shall show how to find the mean value of 
quantities of the type 

TJAB (t, t') = <A (t) B (t')) (3) 

by means of the density matrix a{ t ) . 
We express in terms of the quantity 1JAB{t, t') 

the correlation functions 

'ljl AB (f • f') = 1/2 T)AB (t • t') + 1/2 T)BA (f'' t) (4) 

and the response functions {see the work of 
Kubo[taJ), 

cpAB (t, t') = in-1 <1A (t), iJ (t')l> 

= in-1 {T)AB (t, t')- T)BA (f'' f)}. (5) 

By means of the density matrix p and the oper
ators A(t) and B(t') we find in the Heisenberg 
representation 

'llAn (t, t') = Sp rA (t)B (t')/Sp p. (6) 

(We recall that the matrix p does not depend on 
the time.) By using Eq. (6), we prove the follow
ing assertions: 

a) Let (A(t)) ¢ 0; then, dividing and multiply
ing the right hand side of (6) by Sp pA(t), we get 

<A (t) .8 (t')> =<A (t)> <B' (t')>. (7) 

<B' (t')> = Sp p;iJ (t')/Sp r;. r; = pA (t). (8) 

In a similar way we can represent 

<A (t)B (t')> =<A" (t)> <B (t')>. (9) 

<A" <t>> = sp r;;,A (t)/Sp r;;,, r;;, = s en r;, (1o> 

where it is assumed that Sp pt' = Sp B(t' )p ¢ 0. It 
follows from {8) and (10) that the quantities (B'(t')) 
and (A" ( t ) ) have the meaning of the average values 
of B( t' ) (for fixed value of t), and of A ( t) (for 
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fixed value of t' ), respectively, in the states Pt 
and Pt'· 

b) Let (A(t)) = (B(t)) = 0; then, using (6), we 
obtain the following relations without difficulty: 

<A (t) l3 (t')> = Sp P1B (t')!Sp P1 ==o <B1 (t')) 

(11) 

(12) 

The meaning of relations (7), (9), and (11) is that 
the quantity 7JAB(t, t') behaves for fixed t(t') like 
a certain mean value of B(t' )(A(t)) [multiplied by 
(A(t)) ((B(t'))) inthecasea)]. 

In order to find the average values of B(t') 
[or A ( t)], one must make use of the kinetic equa
tion for the quantity ff. As an initial condition for 
the solution of the kinetic equation, it is necessary 
to take 

a' <o> -= fPr; = a <o> A <t> (13) 

in case a) for fixed t [see (8)] or 

a" <o> = gu r;. = A <n oA <o> (14) 

for fixed t' [the same case a), Eq. (10)]. In the 
case b) it is necessary to take the initial condition 
in the form 

al <o> = fPr1 =a <o> + ; <o> A <t> (15) 

for fixed t, and 

3. Let us consider the particular case in which 
the average values of the quantities A, B, . . . obey 
the linear equations 

(19) 

(here and in what follows, summation over all re
peated indices is implied). 

It follows from what has been said above that 
the equations for the quantities lfiik ( T ) and qJ ik ( T) 
in the stationary case (for T > 0) have the form 

(20) 

Bearing in mind that IJiji ( T) = IJiij ( - T) (see, for 
example, [9J), it is not difficult to find an equation 
for the Fourier components of the correlation func
tions (which give the spectrum of fluctuations of 
the corresponding quantities ) . 

For this purpose, it is necessary to multiply the 
first equation of (20) by eiwT and integrate from 0 

to oo: 
00 00 

'IJli; (0) + iw ~ 'IJli; (T) ei"'~ dT = ai1 ~ 'ljlu (T) ei"'~ dT, 
0 0 
0 0 

'ljl;j{O)- iw ~ 'ljl;i (T) ei"'~ dT = au ~ 'IJlil (T) &'"'~ dT. (21) 
-00 -00 

Solving this set of equations, and making use of the 
fact that 

o2 <o> = fPr2 =a <o> + s <r> a <o> (16) we can find the fluctuation spectrum 

for fixed t'. 
We recall that the closed equation for .Gf'p-u 

holds only for a certain class of initial condi
tions [14•15•10•11]. Therefore, generally speaking, 
it is necessary in concrete cases to establish the 
fact that the transition from p to p' does not take 
the density matrix out of this class. 

Let us consider the case of the stationary proc
ess 

rh.rl =0, 

where H is the Hamiltonian of the entire system. 
In this case, for (A)= (B)= 0, the following re
lations hold: 

TfAB (t, t') = T)AB (t- t') = <A2 (t- t')) = <Bl (t - t)), 

(17) 
where ( B1 ( T)) and ( A2 ( T)) are found from the 
kinetic equation as the mean values of the quanti
ties B and A, by means of the respective density 
matrices U 1 ( T) and U 2 ( T), which satisfy the ini
tial conditions 

01 <o> = cr <o> + cr (O)A; 02 <o> = cr <o> + .Bcr <a>. (18) 

00 

(XjX;)w = z~ ~ 'IJlii (T) eiw~ dT. (22) 
-oo 

The relations (21) are identical with those ob
tained in the paper of Leontovich [SJ. 

In addition to the fluctuation spectrum, we can 
find the complex susceptibility (admittance) from 
the second system of (20). This is equal to 
(see [13]) 

00 

X;k (w) = ~ CfJ;k (T) e1"'~ dT. 
0 

In a fashion similar to (21), we find 

(23) 

iwxi, (w) -aitXu (ro) = -cpi, (0) =- i1i-1 <[xi> x~;l).(24) 
Solving this set of equations, we find the suscepti
bility of the system. 

In the special case of a harmonic oscillator with 
friction, Eqs. (19) have the form 

Q=P, P = -w~Q -yP, (25) 

where x1 = Q, x2 = P, au= 0, a12 = -1, 0!21 = wij, 
a 22 = y. In this case, we find from (21), (22), and 
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(24) (keeping it in mind that [ Q, P] = in, and as
suming ( QP + PQ) = 0) 

2 1 ul~l <xi> 
(x1)"' = ~ -( 2----.)2-,-2-2 ' 

" wo-w -r- w I 

w~- w2 + iwy 

Xu (w) = (w~- w2)2 + w2y2 

(26) 

(27) 

The initial equations (25) are approximate. In 
particular, they do not describe the behavior of the 
harmonic oscillator after a very short interval of 
time, comparable with the correlation time T c of 
the surroundings of the oscillator (thermostat). 
We note that this surrounding (the dissipative sys
tem in the terminology of the author [ 16• 11]) is in
deed responsible for the relaxation process of the 
oscillator. The degree of accuracy of Eqs. (25) 
can be tested, in particular, with the aid of the 
Callen-Welton theorem, [6] in accord with which 
we have 

(2) =- " ( )!!:_{_!_+--1~} 
,X1 "' -Xu W n 2 /lwfkT _ 1 ' (28) 

where xi'1 ( w) is the imaginary part of the suscep
tibility. On the other hand, we have from Eqs. (26) 
and (27): 

(xi)., = (w~/:rtw) <xi> x~l (w). (29) 

A comparison of (28) and (29) shows that the 
susceptibility and the fluctuation spectrum of the 
harmonic oscillator located in a state of thermo
dynamic equilibrium satisfy the Callen-Welton 
theorem [SJ if the frequency interval ~w = w - w0, 

in which xi'1 ( w ) differs appreciably from zero, 
satisfies the inequalities 

I !'lw [ ~ kTj1i for w0~ kT/1i, (30) 

for w0 ~kT(n. (31) 

Thus (29) satisfies the Callen-Welton theorem in 
the classical region for any relation between ~w 
r:::J y and w0, if w~(xt) = kT. We note that this is 
in accord with the conclusion by V. L. GinzburgC 17J 
that the theorem of equipartition over the degrees 
of freedom is satisfied in the classical region for 
arbitrary y for resistances that are independent 
of the frequency (in our case, y). 

On the other hand, in the quantum region, the 
accuracy of Eq. (25) is limited by the condition 
that the damping be small. In this case, as is well 
known, 2> 

(32) 

2l!n the analysis that has been given we have not made use 
of Eq. (32), since this expression cannot hold in the quantum 
region for strong dampingJ17] On the other hand, we have not 
assumed small damping beforehand. 

If we substitute this expression in (29), then it is 
easy to see that (29) will approximately coincide 
with (28) under the condition 

!'lw;::::; r~max (w0 , kTj1i). 

One can then draw the conclusion that the role of 
the correlation time T c of a dissipative system is 
assumed by ti/kT for high temperatures and by 
w01 for low ones (see [11]). 

In conclusion, the author thanks V. I. Bespalov 
for valuable discussion of the results of the re
search. 
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